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Preface

This text on survey sampling contains hoth hasic and advanced material. The
main theme is estimation in surveys. Other books of this kind exist. hut most
wcrc written before Ihe recent rapid advances. This book has four impnrtant
ob.iccti\cs:

Tn develop the central ideas in survey sampling from the unified perspec
tivc of unequal probahility sampling. In a maj,)rily of suneys, Ihe sam
pling units have different probabilities ofselecti'ln. and these prl)hahililies
playa (Tucial role in estimation.

, T,> write a basic sampling text t hat. unlike its predcccssors. is )!lIided by
statistical modeling in the derivation of estimators. The model as,,,sled
,Ipprl)aeh in this book clarifies and systematizes the usc "I' auxiliary vari
ahles. which is an important feature of survey design.

J To C(lVer significant recent developments in special areas such ,h anah'Sis
of surv~y data. domain estimation. ,ariam'e eslil11ali(\n. methods for non
response. and measurement error models.

-1. To provide opportunity for students 10 pral'lice sampling techniques on
real data. We provide numerous exercises concerning estimation for real
(albeit small) populations descrih~d in Ihe appendices.

This book grew in part out of our work as leaders of survey method()I,)!!)
dc, c!opment projects at Statistics Sweden. In supervising younger wlleagues.
we repeat~dly found it more fruitful to stress a few important general prin
ciples Ihan to consider every selection scheme and every estimal<'f formula ,IS
a separate estimation problem. We emphasize a general approach.

This b"ok will be useful in teaching hasic, as well as m"re advanced. univer
sity courses in sun'ey sampling. Our suggestions for structurin!! such courses
arc given heltl\\' The material has heen tested in L)Ur '''v'n L'l\urses in \11\nlr<"I1,
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Remark 3.3.3. We note that several of the parameters encountered in cases 2
and 3 can be expressed as

This intuitively sound estimator is simply the mean of the y-values observed
in the domain. The variance and the variance estimator are derived later with
the aid of Result 5.8.1.

(3.3.24)
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(3.3.22)

(3.3.21 )

An unbiased variance estimator is

VSlR(ipwr) = N 2 S;.lm

Let us compare sampling with and without replacement. If n, the sample
size in the without-replacement case, equals m, the ordered sample size in the
with-replacement case, then

VS1R(Nyo.) I - N- 1
• I

Vs/(Ny.) = I - f = I - f

This shows that the two estimation strategies are roughly of equal efficiency
when the sampling fraction f = nlN is very small. On the other hand, if f is
subStantial, considerable efficiency is lost in with-replacement sampling. For
example, if f = 50%, the with-replacement variance is double the without
replacement variance.

3.4.1. Definitions and Main Result

Remark 3.3.4. For the SIR design, there exist other unbiased estimators than
Ny.s· These are discussed in Section 3.8.

3.4. Systematic Sampling

Systematic sampling refers to a set of procedures that offer several practical
advantages, particularly its simplicity of exec.ution. We concentrate on sys
tematic sampling in its basic form. A first element is drawn at random, and
With equal probability, among the first a elements in the population list. The
Positive integer a is fixed in advance and is called the sampling interval. No

Defining the ordered sample variance as

2 I ~ ( - )2SOB = --I i.J Yt, - Yo.
m- jEl

we have the following result, which follows from Result 2.9.1.

Result 3.3.4. Under the SIR design, the pwr estimator of the population total
t == Lv Yt rakes the form of equation (3.3.20). The variance is given by

VSlR(ipwr) = N(N - I)S;vlm (3.3.23)

where Yos is the ordered sample mean, repeated elements included,

I ..
Yo. = - L: Yt,

m ;%1

3.4. Systematic Sampling

(3.3.19)

3. Element Sampling Designs

leads to
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e = Lv CtYt

where C I' ... , CN are constants. For the population mean dealt with in case 2,
Ct has the known value liN for all k. In case 3, estimation of the domain total
LVd Yt, we have ct = I for k E Ud and Ct = 0 otherwise. Normally, the domain.'
membership indicator Ct is not known beforehand for all k E U. But for ele-,
ments k in the sample s, it may be possible to determine Ct. This is sufficient
for the n-estimation method to function. By contrast, for estimation of the
domain mean, Yu

d
, in case 3, we have Ct = liNd for k E Udand Ct = 0 other

wise. If Nd is unknown, the Ct remain unknown, even for elements k appearing
in the sample. This is why the n-estimation method fails when Nd is unknown.

3.3.2. Simple Random Sampling with Replacement

Simple random sampling with replacement (SI R), considered briefly in Exam
ples 2.9.1 and 2.9.2, is the ordered design that gives the same selection proba-'
bility liN" to every ordered sample

os = (k l , ... , k j , ... , k.. )

where k j is the element obtained in the ith draw. An element may be drawn
more than once. The ordered sample contains at most m distinct elements.

The SI R design can be implemented by the draw-sequential scheme given'
in Example 2.9.1 with m independent with-replacement draws, such that each
draw gives anyone element a chance of liN to be drawn. In m draws, any
given element will appear in the ordered sample a certain number of times,
say r, such that r is a binomially distributed random variable with mean miN
and variance

~(I-~)=~
When N is moderate to large, the Poisson distribution with mean miN will
be an excellent approximation to the distribution of r. Under the SI R design,
the pwr estimator (see Section 2.9) for the population total t = Lv Yt takes
the form




